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In 2018, we 
wrote a book 
that summed up 
what we’d 
learned from 
GDS.



The GDS story

What we could have done better

Q&A



“Since its launch in 2010, 
GDS has emerged as the 
gold standard in the global 
world of digital government.” 



We redesigned 
public services.

We broke the 
dependency on 
Big IT.



We did it to deliver 
better services for 

users...



....to make innovation 
worth doing...



...leave behind a new 
generation of public 

servants...



…and save a lot of money. 

£3-4 billion in 4 years.



We believe success isn’t just 
about changing what you do

We think it’s about 
changing how you do it



4 things to start:

- Political leadership
- Mission
- Team
- A crisis, sometimes



@egawen

Create GDS

Fix publishing

Fix transactions

Go wholesale



@egawen

Build the team



A mixture of long 
serving civil 
servants and new 
skills



Relentlessly
focused on 
user needs



@publicdigitalhq

Fix publishing



@publicdigitalhq





Fix services





1. Is this project already ‘in flight’? 
2. Is this service the responsibility of one department?
3. Is co-location of a multi-disciplinary team possible?
4. Can we deliver something to test assumptions with real 

users within 4 months?
5. Will vulnerable users be put at greater risk due to 

updating this service?

Go wholesale
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Codify best practice
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Go global













Start with simple, 
impactful changes for 

users...



...while fixing the 
processes to embed 
better practice.
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Making brilliant services for our 
colleagues, as well as the public.



Avoiding digital zealotry - finding 
common language to bring policy into 
the tent



Successfully shifting to funding teams 
rather than programmes



Building more diversity and a better 
gender balance.



We worked in the open a lot - but we 
could have done a lot more.



Appreciating the fragility of digital 
change



The GDS story

What we could have done better

Q&A



We coach leaders
We train executive boards
We review technology risk
We scale change 
We set up transformative digital teams
We connect peers around the world 

Email andrew@public.digital

Website https://public.digital/
Twitter @publicdigitalHQ

https://public.digital/

